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Abstract

This paper argues that the Caland system rests on a Pre-pie verb-like adjective class,
which formed root aorists. The Caland system as we know it came to be when pie
shifted to having a noun-like adjective class, and the Caland roots had to be adapted
to the new system via derivation (while the old root aorists were gradually lost).
Evidence for root aorists to Caland roots in Vedic is reviewed, and a typologically
informed scenario for the shift is proposed. Finally, the paper argues that this sce-
nario clarifies the origin of the *-eh1- stative in Indo-European (following Jasanoff
(2002–2003)’s account), which would have arisen as pie shifted from verb-like adjec-
tives to nominal adjectives, and came to have a switch adjective system based on
aspect.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the study of the
Caland system (Caland 1892, 1893), a morphological complex attested across
the Indo-European family that derives a number of nominal and verbal stems
from roots with adjectival meanings (Nussbaum 1976).1 A recent treatment of
the topic is Rau 2009, which includes a rich morphological description and
lexical survey of the system. An example of a Caland root is pie *h1rewdh- ‘red’;
this root forms:

– Verbs:
– Statives (meaning ‘be red’), as in Latin rubēre, Old Irish -ruidi, Old High

German rotēn, Greek ἐρεύθομαι.
– Factitives (meaning ‘make red’), as in Lat. rubēfaciō Gk. ἐρεύθω, Old

English rēodan.
– Fientives (meaning ‘become red’), as in Lat. rubēscō.

– Nouns, as in Lat. rōbur ‘oak tree’, on roðra ‘blood’.
– Adjectives (meaning ‘red’), as in Lat. ruber, rubens, Gk. ἐρυθρός and ἐρυσι-o,

Skt. rudhirá-, etc.

This root displays typical Caland behavior in that: (1) all of these formations
appear secondary in nature, but they cannot be synchronically derived from

1 In the terminology introduced byDixon 1982, we can say ‘property concept’meanings instead
of ‘adjectival’ meanings. Examples of property concept meanings are listed under section 2
below. Of course, stating that a root/word has adjectival (property concept) meaning is not
the same as stating that it belongs to an adjective class in any given language (as seen below,
differentmembers of the Caland system can be synchronically identified as nouns, verbs, and
adjectives in thedaughter languages). In every given language, assignment of aword to aword
class is not predicatedon its semantics, but on language-internal grammatical factors (such as
a word’s distribution, syntactic function, and the morphological and syntactic categories for
which it can be marked). What is predicated on language-universal semantic criteria is the
labeling of such word classes (as nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc.): for each language, once we
have established on the basis of internal grammatical criteria that some lexical items form a
word-class, we will label that word-class ‘adjective class’ (or ‘noun class’, or ‘verb class’) based
on the semantics of the words included (Schachter and Shopen 2007:1–2). Thus, a word-class
whichmostly containswords denoting property conceptswill be labeled ‘adjective class’; one
that contains words denoting objects or entities will be labeled ‘noun class’, etc. This paper is
in large part devoted to establishing how some pie roots with adjectival (property concept)
meaning and a specific derivational profile (i.e., the Caland roots) were distributed across
different word-classes at different times in the history of ie.
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an existing root formation in the daughter languages; this pattern gives the
impression that the suffixes involved in these derivations are effectively “sub-
stituting” for each other;2 (2) the formations seem to imply one another, in the
sense that having one formation (say, a *-ro- stem adjective) will make another
(say, an *-i- form in the first member of a compound, or an *-eh1- stative verb)
more likely.3 Open questions are how and why this system came into being,
and what function it had in the parent language.4 This paper discusses some
typological considerations that bear on these issues; in particular, it argues
that: (1) Caland roots were the oldest members of the ie adjective class;5 (2)
Caland roots were originally verbal, not nominal, in nature, and formed root
aorists (traces of which we can still clearly find in Vedic); (3) at some stage of
pie, Caland root aorists took part in a switch adjective system, which can
explain how *-eh1- statives were originally derived.

2 Caland Roots as an Old Class of ie Adjectives

Roots taking part in the Caland system form the oldest, most conservative layer
of adjectives in Indo-European. This claim can be established on morpholog-

2 Caland’s law was in fact first described (Caland 1892, 1893) as a regular pattern of affix
substitution, whereby, for instance, the pie suffix *-ro- is replaced by *-i- in the first member
of a compound. So Gk. κυδρός ‘glorious’ → κυδι-άνειρα ‘glorifying men’, Av. dərəzra- ‘strong’ →
dərəzi-raθa- ‘having a strong chariot’ (cf. Fortson 2010:137). Thework of Nussbaum (1976) later
established Caland’s law as part of the larger complex now known as the Caland system. The
unavailability of synchronic root formations next to derived formations is not an exclusive
feature of the Caland system (root nouns and root verbs are after all relatively small classes
even in the oldest ie languages), but it is an important part of how the system has been
traditionally described.

3 For a history of the problem, and more extensive illustration, see Rau 2009:67–71.
4 Another important open question, which will not be addressed here, is how to precisely

delimit the system in pie and each of the daughter languages, especially in consideration
of the fact that it can grow in productivity and acquire new members (as argued by Rau
2009). Some important sub-questions here are: what are the language-specific criteria for
establishing membership in the system; how domembership criteria differ between pie and
each daughter language; under which circumstances should we reconstruct membership to
pie; what are the specific predictions that membership in the system does for each language.

5 As Iwill argue below, this adjective classwas quite different from the adjective classes attested
in the daughter languages. It had a verb-like morphosyntactic profile, similar to the class of
-i adjectives in Japanese (see section 3 below), and could thus be considered a sub-class of
intransitive verbs, possibly part of the h2e-conjugation (see section 5.3 below).
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ical and semantic grounds. Morphologically, roots taking part in the Caland
system display the more conservative behavior in forming comparatives and
superlatives: in ie languages (like Greek, Sanskrit, and Slavic) that have two
sets of comparative and superlative morphemes, one unproductive (inherited
ie comparative *-yos- and superlative *-is(-)te/o-), and one productive (inno-
vative comparative Gk. -τερ-ε/ο-, Sanskrit -tara- and superlative Gk. -τατ-ε/ο-,
Sanskrit -tama-), Caland roots reliably take the older, unproductive set.6 Exam-
ples are easy to find:

(1) Gk. κῡδρός ‘famous’, comparative κῡδίων, superlative κύ̄διστος.
(2) Ved. bṛhánt ‘lofty’, superlative bárhiṣṭha-.

In effect, ie languages like Greek and Sanskrit can be said to have two distinct
adjective classes (based on their morphological behavior and productivity),
and Caland roots fall within the older of the two.7

This morphological observation can be confirmed by semantic considera-
tions. The core roots taking part in the Caland system all belong to the most
basic semantic types pertaining to adjectives crosslinguistically; these are (as
described by Dixon 1982) the semantic types of dimension, age, value, and
color. Even languages with very small, closed adjective classes are likely to
have a few adjectives belonging to these types. Many Caland roots also belong
to the semantic types of physical property and human propensity,
which are thenextmost basic types of adjective crosslinguistically.Within each
of these semantic types, members of Caland system occupy cardinal positions
into the daughter languages (Rau 2009:107). In other words, whatever the size
and morphosyntactic profile of the pie adjective class (which I will discuss
below), Caland roots are likely to have formed its oldest andmost centralmem-
bers.

6 For a recent investigation of the primary comparative and its ties to the Caland system, see
Rau 2014.

7 Handbooks normally present the difference between the two sets of comparative and super-
lative morphemes as a matter of base selection: the first set attaches to roots, while the
second attaches to stems. This generalization is not exceptionless (cf. Hom. Gk. φέρ-τερ-ος
‘better, stronger’, φίλ-τερ-ος/φίλ-τατ-ος ‘dearer/dearest’ etc., which are made to roots), and it
masks the greater archaicity of the first set. In the terms of historical linguistics, it is the
different productivity of the two processes that clearly sets them apart, and identifies the first
set as most archaic. On productivity as a criterion of innovation and archaism in historical
linguistics, see generally Sandell 2015.
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3 The Typology of Adjective Classes

Languages vary greatly as to how they encode adjectival (i.e. property concept)
meanings. Simplifying somewhat, some languages have adjective classes that
behave more like nouns (like Italian and English), and some have adjective
classes that behave more like verbs (like Bororo, of the Macro-Gê family).8 The
examples below show how, in Bororo, predicative adjectives inflect as verbs do
(Stassen 2013, after Crowell 1979:26, 50):

(3) i-mago-re
1sg.speak.neutral
‘I speak/spoke’

(4) i-kure-re
1sg.tall.neutral
‘I am/was tall’

The choice between verb-like adjectives and noun-like adjectives tends to be
an areal feature (Stassen 2013). Languages can also change their strategy for
encoding adjectival meanings over time, and this can result in one language
having two separate classes of adjectives, each showing a distinct morphosyn-
tactic profile. This is the case of Japanese (in the analysis of Dixon 2010:32–36),
which has an older, closed class of adjectives with verb-like behavior (-i adjec-
tives, also called inflected adjectives) and a newer, open class of adjectives (na
and no adjectives, also called uninflected adjectives) with noun-like behavior.
In Japanese, verb-like adjectives inflect for tense directly, without a copula:

(5) kono
this

neko-wa
cat-top

kawai-i
cute-npst

‘this cat is cute’

8 Adjectival classes come in many flavors, and their characterization is often trickier than that
of verb or noun classes. To start with, one should assess whether a class of adjectives can
be established at all for a given language, based on language-internal grammatical criteria.
Dixon (2010:62) argues that all languages have an adjective class, even though some may be
vanishingly small (and adjective classes can be open or closed). Next, one can decidewhether
the morphosyntactic profile of the adjective class is closer to that of nouns or verbs in that
language (in many languages, adjective classes can share features with one or the other), or
whether it does not resemble either. It is in this sense that we talk about verb-like adjective
classes or noun-like adjective classes. Based on these considerations, adjectives can then be
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(6) ano
that

neko-wa
cat-top

kawaiku-na-i
cute-neg-npst

‘that cat is not cute’

while nominal adjectives take the copula:

(7) kono
this

neko-wa
cat-top

odayaka-da
calm-be.npst

‘this cat is calm’

(8) ano
that

neko-wa
cat-top

odayaka-de-na-i
calm-be-neg-npst

‘that cat is not calm’

just like nouns take the copula:

(9) neko-wa
cat-top

dōbutu-da
animal-be.npst

‘the cat is an animal’

(10) neko-wa
cat-top

syokubutu-de-na-i
plant-be-neg-npst

‘the cat is not a plant’

Note that the verb-like adjectives in Japanese are not totally identical to verbs,
and cannot take all of the verbal morphology that is otherwise available to
verbs; they should rather be considered a subclass of intransitive verbs.9 Sim-
ilarly, while Italian can be said to have noun-like adjectives (like nouns, they
take the copula and inflect for gender and number), adjectives in Italian are
not identical to nouns, and can still be identified as a separate class on the basis
of their morphosyntactic behavior (e.g., unlike nouns, they receive gender and
number marking through agreement).10

described as their own class, or as a sub-class of nouns or verbs. For an introduction to
the issues concerning adjectival classes and their typology, see Dixon 2010:62–114, with
references. For a crosslinguistic survey of intransitive predication (including adjectival
predication), see Stassen 1997.

9 For adjectives in Japanese, see Tsujimura 2014:131–132, 137–140; Shibatani 1990:215–217;
Kaiser et al. 2013:151–182.

10 For adjectives in English, see Dixon 2010:90.
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4 Caland Roots as an Old Class of Verb-Like Adjectives

I suggest that a situation similar to the Japanese one could account for the
existence of the Caland system in pie as a separate class of adjectives having a
distinctmophosyntactic profile. Under this hypothesis, the Caland rootswould
represent the oldest class of ie adjectives, which behaved syntactically like
verbs and took verbal inflection. In this layer of the proto-language, to say
‘the cat is/becomes red’, one would say ‘the cat reds’. This pattern appears
archaic and largely unproductive in pie (as accessible through comparative
reconstruction), but was arguably productive in Pre-pie (as accessible through
internal reconstruction and typological comparison). The inflection and exact
semantics of such forms will concern us in section 5 below; for now, we can
simply assume that thesewereprimary root formations. SuchCaland root verbs
would then constitute the bedrock of Caland formations, and provide the base
on which the rest of the system was eventually derived.

Later, when ie developed a noun-like adjective class (the productive one
that we observe in all attested ie languages), Caland formations were gradually
reshaped to fit within the new system. In this process, ie derived both nominal
and verbal formations to the Caland roots. We would then have:

– New verbal formations: *h1rudh-eh1-ye/o-, *h1rewdh-e/o-, etc.
– New nominal formations: *h1rewdh-i-/-u-/-ro- etc.

In this process of restructuring, the basic Caland root verbs were gradually
eliminated as obsolete. This created the classic Caland configuration of sec-
ondary derivatives (the -i-, -u-, -ro- nominal types and the secondary verbal
types), seemingly lacking a synchronic base. The Caland system as we usually
describe it, straddling the line between nominal and verbal inflection, would
be the result of such a restructuring.11 Remnants of the original situation are
still visible in the older ie languages, which (unlike the modern ones) can still
express a number of adjectival meanings through verbs.12

11 Perhaps already in the parent language, and surely in the individual languages, this
pattern of derivation could then become productive (as Rau 2009 has illustrated) and
spread beyond its original core. Tracking how this secondary spread may have happened
in the mother language or in the daughters goes beyond the scope of this contribu-
tion.

12 For instance, within the semantic type of color, Latin has stative verbs like rubēre ‘to be
red’, but Italian only has change of state verbs like arrossire and rosseggiare ‘to become
red/redden’.
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In the remainder of this paper, I will: (1) point out some direct evidence
for Caland root verbs in Vedic, supporting the idea that Caland roots still had
verb-like behavior in pie; and (2) illustrate how this scenario can help us refine
Jasanoff ’s account (1978, 2002–2003) of the origin of the pie *-eh1- stative.

While the idea that (Pre-)pie had verb-like adjectives may seem novel, and
the switch between verb-like adjectives in Pre-pie and noun-like adjectives
in pie requires motivation, two kinds of typological considerations make this
scenario at least plausible. First, Pre-pie may have been, in the terminology of
Nichols 1986, a head-marking language (see in this direction Kortlandt
1983, 2008), and head-marking languages tend to have verb-like adjectives.
Second, Pre-pie was probably an aspect-marking language, and aspect-
marking languages also tend to have verb-like adjectives (Stassen 1997:357, also
quoted in Balles 2009:10). As pie and its daughter languages moved away from
both features, a change in adjective typology would be likely. In the appendix
below, I shall explore these claims for Pre-pie in greater detail. Of course, any
account at such depth of reconstruction is necessarily speculative, and should
be taken as such. Luckily, one does not have to entertain the deep scenarios
discussed there to believe that the Caland roots were still verbal in nature in
pie: in the following section, we shall examine some direct evidence of Caland
roots that formed root aorists in the R̥gveda.

5 Evidence for Caland Root Verbs in Vedic

The first contribution that emphasized how Caland roots are connected to a
number of verbal categories in iewasWatkins’ 1971 paper on the -ē- stative. Fol-
lowing in this line of inquiry, Rau (2009) has illustrated how verbal formations
play a central part in the Caland system. In particular, Rau discussed a num-
ber of ways in which Caland roots form characterized presents in Greek and
Indo-Iranian (2009:136–160). One striking fact that has not yet been reported,
however, is that some of these Caland roots form root aorists inVedic. Such root
aorists would constitute first-hand evidence of the verbal behavior of Caland
roots still in the earliest stages of Vedic.

5.1 Caland Participles in Vedic
Lowe (2011) has compiled a long list of isolatedCalandparticiples inVedic (both
active and middle), which morphologically look like aorist participles, and are
adjectival in meaning. In Table 1, I present Lowe’s list sorted according to the
semantic areas listed in section 2 above.13

13 Not all the forms listed here will withstand scrutiny, and I will focus my discussion below
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table 1 Caland participles in Vedic

Semantic area

bṛhánt- ‘high’, ṛhánt- ‘small, weak’,mahānt- ‘great’, prathāná- ‘broad’ Dimension

rúśant- ‘bright, brilliant’, śucánt- ‘bright, pure’, citánt- ‘brilliant’,
śvitāná- ‘white’

Color

járant-/juránt- ‘old’ Age

bhrá̄jant- ‘sparkling’, pṛṣánt- ‘spotted’, śubhāná- ‘beautiful’, piśāná-
‘adorned’

Physical
Property

dhṛṣánt- ‘bold’, dódhant- ‘violent’, tujánt- ‘eager’, sáhant- ‘victorious’,
uśánt- ‘willing, desirous’, tṛṣāṇá- ‘thirsty’, prasahāná- ‘victorious’

Human
Propensity

While Lowe interprets such forms as nominal forms (which happen to look like
participles, but are synchronically unrelated to participles), I would interpret
at least some of them, under the theory I am proposing here, as the isolated
and fossilized participles of old Caland root aorists. That we would find such
stranded participles is not surprising, if we take adjective usage into consid-
eration. We know that adjectives in general appear in two different syntactic
contexts: attributive function and predicative function.

(11) Predicative: the cat is red
(12) Attributive: the red cat

In predicative function, we would expect Caland adjectives to use finite verbal
forms (aswe shall see in section 5.1 below). In attributive function, if theCaland
adjectives are to behave like verbs, we would precisely expect participles:14

on a smaller subset. Lowe has since presented an extended treatment of the middle par-
ticiples to Caland roots in Vedic in Lowe 2012. A treatment of the active participles is
forthcoming.

14 For examples of attributive strategies in other languages with verb-like adjectives (which
often involve relativization, whose effects are similar to the ie participle), see Schacter
and Shopen 2007:16–18.
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(13) The “redd-ing” cat: act: *h1rudh-ént-; mid: *h1rudh-ṃh1nó-

In sum, I believe that the -āna- middle participles and -ant- active participles
to Caland roots in Vedic are remnants of Caland root aorists used in attribu-
tive function. As themost noun-like exponents of the verbal paradigm, Caland
participles had the highest chance of being preserved even as finite formswere
lost. This is in fact similar to what can be observed in Romance languages such
as Italian, where stranded participles of Latin Caland verbs often survive as iso-
lated adjectives after their base verb (usually a present stem) has disappeared
from the language or acquired a different meaning.

(14) Lat. sapiō ‘to be intelligent’, sapiens ‘wise’. → It. sapiente ‘wise’
(15) Lat. lucēre ‘to emit light’, lucens ‘luminous’ → It. lucente ‘luminous’
(16) Lat. latēre ‘to be hidden’, latens ‘hidden’ → It. latente ‘hidden’

Even though Italian can still productively form active participles in -Vnte, none
of the adjectives above are synchronically derivable from existing base verbs in
Modern Italian.

5.2 TheMorphological Network of Caland Root Aorists in the R̥gveda
The Vedic evidence, however, is not limited to fossilized and isolated partici-
ples. In fact, while many of the participles above are effectively isolated, many
others stand at the center of a vast morphological network, which I believe
rests on old root aorists with intransitivemeaning. Aswe shall see in section 5.4
below, the semantics of these root aorists weremost likely fientive (‘become x’)
rather than stative (‘be x’). The network seemsparticularly robust for adjectives
of color. Table 2 below gives the network as it is attested for the roots √prathi
‘broad’, √śvit ‘white’, √ruc ‘shining’, √śuc ‘bright’, √cit ‘conspicuous’, √tap ‘hot’,
√śubh ‘beautiful’, and √vip ‘trembling’ in the R̥gveda.

At its core (see Fig. 1), the network seems to consist of a root aorist corre-
sponding to a Class i present. All of the root aorists have intransitivemeanings,
with either active or middle endings (the choice of which does not appear to
be predictable). These root aorists can be renewed as either passive aorists or
sigmatic aorists, regularly with intransitivemeaning; at times, we also find the-
matic aorists, also intransitive. The present stems displaymore variety in terms
of valency: Class i presents can be either intransitive or causative in meaning;
in some, but not all, verbal systems, the opposition is signaled by middle vs.
active endings. These Class i presents tend to be renewed as Class x presents,
of both the intransitive and causative variety (with zero and lengthened grade
of the root, respectively). Corresponding to the Class x causatives, we regularly
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figure 1 The morphological network of Caland root aorists in the R̥gveda

find reduplicated aorists with causative meaning, which nicely complement
the otherwise completely intransitive aorist system.

5.2.1 √ruc ‘Shining’
Let us take √ruc ‘shining’ as illustration. The existence of a root aorist is con-
firmed by the middle participle rucāná- ‘shining/having become luminous’.19
The intransitive root aorist was renewed as the passive aorist aroci ‘has shone/
has become luminous’. In the present, this root derives a Class i thematic
present rócate ‘shines/is luminous’, which has intransitive meaning; the root
also has two Class x presents: rocáyati (causative), and the participle rucayanta
(i) (rv 3.6.7a).20 Corresponding to the Class x causative present, we finally have
a reduplicated aorist árūrucat ‘has caused to shine’. We can observe all of the
members of themorphological network in the examples (17) to (22) below; note
how, throughout the examples, the aorist participle rucāná- is used in attribu-
tive function, while the finite forms are used in predicative function (which in
turn can be intransitive or causative).

19 A particular question concerns the semantics of the aorist participles to Caland roots
in Vedic, and whether they should be translated as ‘having become x’ (= ‘being x’) or
‘becoming x’. In other words, does rucāná- mean ‘having become luminous’, ‘becoming
luminous’, or both? Dahl (2010:338–340) reports that aorist participles to atelic predicates
can sometimes have the meaning ‘having x-ed’, and sometimes the meaning ‘x-ing’. I find
Dahl’s examples for the latter meaning more compelling, but it is certainly advisable to
judge the usages on a case-by-case basis.

20 For the origin of this latter type, see section 7 below.
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Before we look at the examples, I would like to make one important note
about the translations: since English (like many modern ie languages) does
not have verb-like adjectives, the translations that feel most natural to us
will turn the adjectival predication into some sort of event. So, while the
cognates of √ruc may point to a simple color meaning (‘white, luminous’),
we tend to render the verbal forms as ‘shine’, instead of ‘becomewhite, become
luminous’ (fientive, aorist stem) or ‘be white, be luminous’ (stative, present
stem), and the participial forms as ‘shining’, instead of ‘having become/being
white, luminous’. These translations, while felicitous in English, may at first
disguise the original adjectival semantics of the root. This is not to say that
the translations may not reflect the synchronic state in Vedic: it may very well
be the case that the Caland roots that managed to hold on to their verbal
paradigm the longest were also those which more easily could be understood
as codifying events (e.g., ‘shine’) rather than properties (e.g., ‘white’). In what
follows, I have mostly retained the translations as they appear in Jamison and
Brereton 2014; one should see that a more adjectival-sounding ‘be/become
white, bright, luminous’ could be read for various ‘shine, shine forth, blaze’
etc.

5.2.1.1 Predicative Usage (Intransitive)
The first three examples show thepredicative usage of three intransitive forma-
tions of the root: the passive aorist aroci ‘has shone/has become luminous’, the
Class 1 present rócate ‘shines/is luminous’, and the Class x present rucayanta
‘they shine/are luminous’.

(17) svàr
sun:nom.sg

ṇá
like

vástor
dawning:abl/GEN.sg

uṣásām
dawn:gen.pl

aroci
shine:paor.3sg.act

‘like the sun at the dawning of the dawns, he has shone’ (rv 7.10.2a)

(18) ví
ptc

yát
when

śú̄ryo
sun:nom.sg

ná
like

rócate
shine:pres.3sg.mid

br̥hád
lofty:nom.sg

bhá̄ḥ
radiance:nom.sg
‘when (his) lofty radiance shines afar like the sun’ (rv 7.8.4b)

(19) diváś
heaven.abl.sg

cid
even

á̄
to

te
you.gen.sg

rucayanta
shine:pres.3pl.act

roká̄ḥ
ray.nom.pl

‘your rays shine here even to heaven’ (rv 3.6.7a)
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5.2.1.2 Predicative Usage (Causative)
Equally common is the predicative usage of transitive (causative) formations
to the root (compare with (18), where sú̄ryaḥ ‘sun’ was nom.sg and took the
intransitive rócate ‘shines/is luminous’).

(20) tváṃ
you:nom.sg

sú̄ryam
sun:acc.sg

arocayaḥ
shine:impf.caus.2sg.act

‘you (Indra) caused the sun to shine’ (rv 8.98.2b)

Example (27) combines a predicative usage of the causative rocayat ‘made
shine’ with an attributive usage of the aorist participle rucānáḥ ‘shining/having
become luminous’:

(21) ayáṃ
this:nom.sg

rocayad
shine:impf.caus.3sg.act

arúco
unshining:acc.pl

rucānáḥ
shine:aor.ptcp.nom.sg
‘this one here, himself shining, made the unshining ones shine’
(rv 6.39.4a)

Finally, example (28) shows the causative aorist árūrucat used predicatively:

(22) árūrucad
shine:caus.aor.3sg.act

ví
ptc

divó
heaven:gen.sg

rocaná̄
shining_realm:acc.pl

kavíḥ
poet:nom.sg
‘the poet has caused the shining realms of heaven to shine forth’
(rv 9.85.9b)

5.2.2 √śuc ‘Bright; Blazing’
A similar network exists for √śuc ‘bright’. Here, the root aorist is attested by
the active participle śucánt- ‘bright/having become bright’. Just like with √ruc
above, the intransitive aorist has been remade as the passive aorist aśoci ‘has
blazed/has been set ablaze’; we also have one instance of a thematic aorist
aśucat (i) ‘blazed/became bright’. The root forms a Class i present with active
endings śócati (i) ‘blaze/is bright’ and intransitive meaning. Finally, we have a
Class x intransitive present participle śucáyant- (i), almost always used attribu-
tively, and a Class x causative present imperative śocaya (t) (rv 6.22.8d); no
matching reduplicated aorist with causative meaning is attested. Note how, in
the predicative usage, the root seems to have shifted away from pure color con-
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notation (as in 23) and specialized for the description of fire, which justifies the
translation ‘blaze’ or even ‘burn’. Example (27) shows this semantic specializa-
tion most clearly.

5.2.2.1 Attributive Usage
Example (23) shows a simple attributive usage of the aorist participle śucántam
‘gleaming, having become bright’:

(23) sasáṃ
grain:acc.sg

ná
like

pakvám
ripened:acc.sg

avidac
find:aor.3sg.act

chucántaṃ
bright:aor.ptcp.acc.sg
‘he found him, gleaming like a ripened grain’ (rv 10.79.3c)

5.2.2.2 Predicative Usage (Intransitive)
Examples (24) to (26) show predicative usages of three intransitive formations
of the root: the passive aorist aśoci ‘has blazed/has been set ablaze’, the the-
matic aorist aśucat ‘blazed/bacame bright’, and the Class i present śócanti ‘they
blaze/are bright’.

(24) á̄
ptc

agnír
Agni:nom.sg

ágra
head:loc.sg

uṣásām
dawn:gen.pl

aśoci
bright:paor.3sg.act

‘Here, at the head of the dawns, Agni has blazed/has been set ablaze’
(rv 7.8.1d)

(25) samanagá̄
meeting_going:nom.sg

aśucaj
bright:aor.3sg.act

jātávedāḥ
Jātavedas:nom.sg

‘entering the melee, Jātavedas blazed’ (rv 7.9.4b)

(26) br̥hác
aloft

chócanty
bright:pres.3pl

arcáyaḥ
flame:nom.pl

‘flames blaze aloft’ (rv 5.17.3d)

5.2.2.3 Predicative Usage (Causative)
Examples (27) and (28) show that both the Class i present imperfect injunctive
śocaḥ and the Class x present imperative śocaya can have transitive (causative)
meaning.
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(27) maínam
neg:3sg.acc

agne
Agni:voc.sg

ví
ptc

daho
burn:impf.inj.2sg.act

má̄bhí
neg:ptc

śocaḥ
bright:impf.inj.2sg.act
‘Do not burn him through, Agni, don’t scorch him’ (rv 10.16.1a)

(28) brahmadvíṣe
brahma_hater:dat.sg

śocaya
bright:pres.caus.imp.2sg

kṣá̄m
earth:acc.sg

apáś
water:acc.pl

ca
conj

‘enflame the earth and the waters against the hater of the sacred formu-
lation’ (rv 6.22.8d)

Finally, (29) shows a substantivized usage of the Class x intransitive participle
śucáyanta ‘the blazing (flames?)’:

(29) kathá̄
How

te
you:gen.sg

agne
Agni:voc.sg

śucáyanta
bright:pres.ptcp.nom.pl

āyór
Ayu:gen.sg

‘How, o Agni, do the blazing (flames?) of you, of Ayu …’ (rv 1.147.1a)

5.2.3 √śvit ‘White’
A similar network can be found for √śvit ‘white’. Here, the root aorist is attested
by both the middle participle śvitāná- ‘(having become/becoming) white,
bright’ (rv 6.6.2a) and, quite nicely, by the finite 3pl.act form aśvitan (ι) ‘they
have shone forth/they have becomewhite’ (rv 10.78.7b). The intransitive aorist
has been remade as the sigmatic aorist aśvait (ι) ‘she has shone forth/she has
become white’, which is the only member of the paradigm to occur more than
once (note also how the root aorist and the sigmatic aorist form a metrical
paradigm in examples 31 and 32 below). We have no evidence for a Class i
present (of either intransitive or transitive meaning) or for a Class x causative
present.

5.2.3.1 Attributive Usage

(30) sá
3sg.nom

śvitānás
white:aor.ptc.nom.sg

tanyatú̄
thunder:nom.sg

rocanasthá̄ḥ
luminous_realm_abiding:nom.sg
‘he is like the brightening thunder abiding in the luminous realm’
(rv 6.6.2a)
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5.2.3.2 Predicative Usage (Intransitive)

(31) śubhaṃyávo
beauty_pursuing:nom.pl

ná̄ñjíbhir
ornament:instr.pl

vy
ptc

àśvitan
white:aor.3pl.act

‘like those in pursuit of beauty they have shone forth with their orna-
ments’ (rv 10.78.7b)

(32) síndhur
river:nom.sg

ná
like

kṣóda
surge.acc.sg

urviyá̄
widely

vy
ptc

àśvait
white:aor.3sg.act

‘like a river (spreading) its surge, she has whitened forth widely’
(rv 1.92.12b)

Similar morphological networks could be described and illustrated for the
other roots in Table 2 above.

5.3 The h2e-Conjugation and Other Traces of Caland Aorists in ie
The roots √ruc ‘shining’, √śuc ‘bright’, and √cit ‘conspicuous’ are all cited by
Jasanoff (2003:168–169) as prominent examples of stative-intransitive (h2e-
conjugation) aorists, within stative-intransitive systems (see Jasanoff 2003:155).
Itmay then be that, in Jasanoff ’s terms, Caland root verbswere a subclass of the
h2e-conjugation. While the investigation of the place of the Caland root verbs
within the verbal system of the parent language is a topic for another paper, I
shall, for now, reconstruct Caland aorists with h2e-conjugation endings (3sg.act
*-e, etc.); such a reconstruction should be regarded as tentative, and one could
equally provide the examples belowwithmi-conjugation endings instead (e.g.,
not all Caland roots may have been conjugated in the same way in the parent
language).

Traces of Caland root aorists may await us elsewhere in ie as well. In Greek,
we find a few intransitive -ē- aorists and thematic aorists linked to the Caland
system, such as ἐθέρην ‘became hot’ (cf. θερμός ‘hot’), and ἔτραφον ‘grew up’ (cf.
ταρφύς ‘thick, close’ Hom+). Rau (2009:152, fn. 81) argues that these are both
renewals of inherited root aorists (middle and active respectively). The Greek
situation would then be similar to how Vedic remade Caland root aorists into
passive aorists or sigmatic aorists. This also raises the question as to whether
in Vedic too, some thematic aorists may continue older Caland root aorists (as
aśucat above seems to do).

5.4 Why Root Aorists? ATypological Parallel
It may be surprising, from a semantic point of view, that Caland roots would
form root aorists, and not root presents, as their base forms. After all, if we think
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of a property (e.g., ‘being red’) as a time-stable concept, similar to a state, we
would expect it to yield an imperfective root in ie. The opposite configuration,
however, is not uncommon. It is in fact parallel to the situation in Yimas, a
Papuan language of New Guinea that has a class of verb-like adjectives (next
to twomore classes of adjectives, which I shall mention in section 7 below). In
Yimas, verb-like adjectives “in their basic meaning are process verbs: they only
assume the stative meaning by virtue of the Irrealis suffix -k, which stipulates
that the event is unbounded in time” (Foley 1991:95). Compare the fientive
meaning in (33), without the irrealis suffix -k, with the stative meaning in (34),
with the irrealis suffix.

(33) na-tŋknt-t
sg.subj-become_heavy-pfv
‘she got fat’ (data from Foley 1991:94–95)

(34) apak
sister

tŋknt-k-nmaŋ
heavy-irr-sg

‘a fat sister’/ ‘sister is fat’ (second translation mine)

We can then argue that Caland roots were fientive in meaning (‘to become x’)
in (Pre)-pie, and formed root aorists. Non-fientive meanings to these roots (‘to
be x’) were formed by deriving present stems. In what follows, we shall look
more closely at how these Caland root aorists formed their present stems in
ie. This will force us to understand in more detail how adjectival predication
worked at different stages of the protolanguage.

6 Present Stems of Caland Root Aorists and the *-eh1- Stative

Just like any other root forming a root aorist, Caland roots could form a number
of characterized present stems. In the Vedic data above, we have seen that
Class i presents are common. Rau (2009:136–160) has shown that, in Greek
and Indo-Iranian, Caland roots could derive present stems using standard
imperfective suffixes: *-sḱe/o-, nasal suffix, *-ye/o-, *-e/o- etc. These suffixes
formed fientives, factitives, and statives.

As Caland root aorists were gradually lost, the derived imperfective stems
became the cardinal members of the verbal paradigm. Among these derived
imperfective stems, Rau (2009:112 fn. 10) remarks that statives are the least well
attested, because they were in direct competition with the simple adjective,
and they were liable to develop into fientives. Overall, it seems that the system
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was moving towards using nominal forms for encoding stable properties (i.e.,
using adjectives rather than statives), and verbal forms for encoding changes
in those properties (i.e., fientives, factitives etc.).

One way of forming stative presents to Caland root aorists, however, proved
particularly successful in a number of ie languages. This is the so-called *-eh1-
stative, a pie formation that has attracted a great deal of scrutiny in recent
years, as scholars have recognized its ties to theCaland system. Statives in *-eh1-
forman established category in Italic, Balto-Slavic, andAnatolian (andpossibly
Germanic and Tocharian).21 Landmark studies of the category areWatkins 1971
and Jasanoff 1978, 2002–2003. We have already encountered some of these for-
mations in connectionwith ourVedic evidence above, wherewe have seen that
some Caland roots display intransitive Class x presents. Yakubovich (2013) has
recently argued that such presents (which, unlike transitive Class x presents,
show zero grade of the root) reflect Caland derivatives of the shape *-eh1-ye/o-.
Note that already Jamison (1977:302) had pointed out the connection of a group
of such intransitive -áya- presents with stative meaning to the Caland system.

The *-eh1- morpheme has long puzzled researchers. Formally, it has no par-
allels in the verb system, but it appears identical to an instrumental singular
ending of a root noun. Jasanoff (1978, 2002–2003) proposed an account of how
such a nominal ending may have been repurposed as a verbal suffix. He argues
that the pivot is to be found in the predicative usage of the instrumental sin-
gular of root nouns. He finds an instance of such usage in the Ved. gúhā con-
struction, in which a frozen instrumental form (gúhā ‘with hiddenness’), can
combine both with the verbs ‘make’, ‘put’, and with the copula to signify ‘make
hidden’ or ‘be hidden’, in away that closely resembles the Lat. factitive calēfaciō
‘I make hot’ and stative calēre ‘be hot’.When combining with the copula, and if
the copula could be dropped, gúhā could then come to be perceived as fulfill-
ing a verb-like role in the clause. Themore complex question, which I think can
now be answeredmore precisely, is how could such a construction could come
to be used as present stems of Caland root aorists specifically. This question
shall interest us for the remainder of the paper. In order to find an answer, we
will need to take a step back and consider how adjectival predication worked
in pie (and Pre-pie) as a whole.

21 In some languages in which they were used, the *-eh1- statives seem to have percolated
into the aorist system. This is the case of Gk. ῥίγησα ‘I trembled’, the Gk. passive aorists,
and possibly the B-Sl. infinitive of stative verbs. Thismatter shall not concern us here, and
is treated extensively in Jasanoff 1978, 2002–2003.
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7 Strategies of Adjectival Predication in (Pre-)pie

Saying that, at an early stage, pie realized its core adjectival meanings as verbs
(i.e. Caland root aorists) does notmean that all of the adjectivalmeaningswere
expressed by verbs. In fact, languages will usually have alternative strategies to
express adjectival meanings, and there may be overlap between the different
strategies. Yimas (Papuan, New Guinea), for instance, has three distinct strate-
gies: real adjectives, adjectival verbs, and adjectival nouns (Foley 1991:93–101).22
Overlap in the expression of the same adjectival meaning is seen in English:

(35) Adjective: I am afraid of cats
(36) Verb: I fear cats
(37) Noun: I have a fear of cats

While English does this only marginally, in some languages the presence of
alternative adjectival predication strategies is pervasive. We can introduce
some terminology to deal with these phenomena (after Stassen 1997:155–206).
Languages like Japanese, where some adjectives are verb-like and some are
noun-like, are said to have a Split Adjective system. Languages where the
sameproperty-concept (= adjectival) root can take nominal or verbal inflection
are said to have a Switch Adjective system. In switch systems, the choice
between nominal or verbal predication often depends on some additional
parameters (e.g., permanence vs. impermanence or the like).

So far, I have argued that, at an early stage of pie, core adjectival meanings
(dimension, age, value, color, physical property, and a few human
propensity)were expressed verbally, by theCaland roots. But howwere other
adjectivalmeanings (difficulty, similarity, positionetc.), or less central
adjectival meanings among the core semantic types expressed? In what fol-
lows, I survey two more strategies for adjectival predication in pie: the instru-
mental predicative construction and the nominative predicative construction.
I further argue that the instrumental predicative construction is the older of
the two strategies.

22 In Yimas, these strategies express separate adjectival meanings (e.g., ‘big’ and ‘good’ are
real adjectives, while ‘heavy’ and ‘tall’ are adjectival verbs). In the terminology introduced
below, Yimas has a split adjective system.
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7.1 The Instrumental Predicative Construction
To express adjectival meanings not already covered by their adjective class,
languages often use nouns expressing property concepts (these are usually
abstract nouns), plus a construction that specifies that x has that given prop-
erty.23 Something like:

(38) Predicative: the cat is with intelligence.
(39) Attributive: a cat with intelligence.

Several ie languages indeed have a similar construction, in which a np in
the instrumental case is used to attribute a property to a referent. Meier-
Brügger (2003:s 408) calls these “instrumentals of constitution”;24 see Delbrück
1893:240–242. Latin shows this construction most clearly: here the ablative
(functionally, < pie instrumental) is used for expressing impermanent prop-
erties; this is normally labeled “ablative of description” (formore examples, see
Flocchini et al. 2001:292, 329).

(40) Britanni …
Britanni:nom.pl

capillo
hair:abl.sg

sunt
be:pres.3pl

promisso
long:abl.sg

‘the Britanni wear their hair long’ (Caes. b.g. 5.14.3)

A similar construction exists inGreek (at least if we take this as an instrumental
and not a dative, see Meier-Brügger 2003:s 408):

(41) ti-ri-po
tripos
tripod:nom.sg

e-me
hemē
one:instr.sg

po-de
podē
foot:instr.sg

‘a tripod with one leg’ (py Ta 641.1)

In Lithuanian:

(42) mergà
girl:nom.sg

ilgaĩs
long:instr.pl

plaukaĩs
hair:instr.pl

‘a girl with long hair’ (Delbrück 1893:241)

23 This is particularly common for languageswith a small, closed adjective class. see Schacter
and Shopen 2007:15–16 for a collection of examples.

24 Coincidentally, this is precisely how Yimas construes its adjectival nouns, which occur
with the postposition kantk- ‘with’, “often used to express possession or accompaniment”;
adjectival meanings expressed in this way include ‘cold’, ‘hot’, ‘sick’, ‘happy’, ‘dirty’, ‘tasty’
(Foley 1991:98–99).
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And (if somewhat marginally and somewhat late) in Sanskrit (Speij-
er 1886:50):

(43) vividhyairṭumaiḥ
many_trees:instr.pl

kānanam
forest:acc.sg

‘a forest with manifold trees’ (Rāmayana 3.7.3)

We can then posit a similar instrumental predicative construction
for pie, which could be used for adjectival meanings not expressed by Caland
roots:

(44) Predicative: the cat is [with intelligence]instr

(45) Attributive: a cat [with intelligence/of intelligence] instr

In positing this construction, we are not alone: Schindler (1980) too argued
that the predicative usage of the instrumental could be reconstructed for pie
on the basis of a number of parallels in the daughter languages (the gúhā
construction above, the Latin calēfaciō type in Jasanoff ’s analysis, and possibly
the predicative instrumental in Balto-Slavic). Schindler himself argued that
the predicative usage of the instrumental lay at the basis of the Indic cvi-
construction (for which see now Balles 2006, 2009).25

7.2 The Nominative Predicative Construction
The instrumental predicative construction is of course different from thenom-
inative predicative construction, in which a noun is predicated of
another noun, meaning identification rather than attribution of a property. In
this construction, both nouns (the predicated one and the subject of the pred-
ication) show case agreement, normally in the nominative:

(46) [the cat]nom is [a general]nom

25 Balles 2006 is an extensive treatment of the Old Indic cvi-construction; in investigating
the origin of the construction, Balles surveys ie and typological material on adjectival
predication, someof which I touch upon aswell. The consequences for pie reconstruction
of her work are summarized in Balles 2009. In what follows, for convenience, I will
primarily make reference to the 2009 paper, while giving reference to the 2006 book
treatment for more detailed coverage.
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This is also the standard strategy used for adjectival predication with noun-
like adjectives in most ie daughter languages; adjectives in this construction
have to agree in gender and number, not only case, with the noun they modify.

I would argue that this constructionwould not have been available for adjec-
tival predication with nouns in Pre-pie, and that its usage for adjectival pred-
ication in the daughter languages is contingent on the development of noun-
like adjectives (e.g., ‘intelligent’), distinct from nouns that express adjectival
meanings (e.g., ‘intelligence’). On this last point, my account diverges crucially
fromthat of Balles (2009:13),whobelieves that the instrumental26 and thenom-
inative strategieswere respectively “marked” and “unmarked” options available
to pie speakers for realizing adjectival predication with nouns with adjectival
meaning (what she labels “property concept nouns”), with the instrumental
strategy specializing in “transitory semantics”.27 Rather, I think that the two
strategies (the nominative and the instrumental) reflect two separate chrono-
logical layers of adjectival predication in ie: the older layer (Pre-pie) would
have featured Caland Root verbs and instrumental predicative constructions
with nouns. The newer layer (pie) would feature nominative predicative con-
struction with adjectives, a few remnants of Caland verbs (as seen above), and

26 In Balles’ view, the instrumental strategy “is not really an instrumental in the sense of the
concrete case, but rather an adverbial form (which historically of coursemay go back to an
instrumental)” (Balles 2009:5). This interpretation is available for my account too, though
I personally do not see it as a necessary step.

27 While this kind of alternation is well-documented for adjectives crosslinguistically (see
Stassen 1997:189–193), I amnot persuaded by Balles’ argumentation that it held for the ear-
liest stages of pie, and that it held with the distribution that Balles has in mind. In Balles’
reconstruction, the “adverbial” version of the property-concept noun (our instrumental
predicative construction) would be used only for telic and ingressive predication, while
the inflected version (what Iwould call thenominative strategy)wouldbeused for attribu-
tive usage and stative predication. I believe that the fact that the instrumental predicative
construction seems to lie at the basis of the ie *-eh1- stative (see below) directly contra-
dicts Balles’ hypothesis: thiswouldbe a case of a stativepredication clearly associatedwith
the instrumental predicative construction. I also do not see a strong reason to attribute
different semantics to the nominative and instrumental constructions respectively, since
in my account they instantiate two different chronological layers, which came to coex-
ist: the instrumental construction represents the older layer, the nominative construction
the newer.With the nominative predicative construction, using different auxiliaries (e.g.,
‘be’ vs. ‘become’) can give the difference between telic/ingressive predication and stative
predication (this option is available in many modern ie languages, English included); in
the early pie switch system described below, the Caland root aorist would have done the
telic/ingressive predication, while the instrumental predicative construction (then rean-
alyzed as the stative) would have done the stative predication.
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somemore remnants of the instrumental predicative constructionwith nouns.
For a glimpse of what may have happened during the transition between the
two chronological layers, we may now turn to the origin of the *-eh1- stative.

8 pie as a Switch Adjective System and the Origin of the *-eh1- Stative

The discussion so far has pointed out a functional similarity between Caland
verbs and the instrumental predicative construction (of which Jasanoff ’s gúhā
construction is a particular case): they were both strategies for the encoding of
adjectivalmeanings in (Pre)-pie. The harder question to address is how did the
instrumental predicative construction (which, in my account, was not original
to Caland roots) come to be associated with the Caland system, and how did it
come to function as the present stem to Caland root aorists.

To explain this distribution, we can picture pie working with a switch adjec-
tive system. Such a systemmay inhave come intobeing as piewas restructuring
its adjectival predication. Stassen (1997:158) in fact claims that a switch con-
figuration “can be viewed as a manifestation of the last stage in a typological
shift” from verb-like adjectives to noun-like adjectives. This is exemplified in
the history of Arabic: “While Classical Arabic allowed verb-noun switching for
a sizeable set of predicate adjectives, the verbal-encoding option for adjectives
has been given up in the modern Arabic dialects” (ibidem).

In a switch system scenario, two strategies of predication, one verbal and
one nominal, are possible for the same adjectival root.28 For many switch sys-
tem languages, the choice between verbal and nominal predication is linked
to Aktionsart: fientive meanings (‘become x’) are expressed verbally, while
stative meanings (‘be x’) are expressed nominally. This configuration is well
attested crosslinguistically, and is found in Afro-Asiatic languages such as Bib-
lical Hebrew (Semitic), as well as in Oromo (Cushitic).

(47) gudd-at-e
big-inch-3sg.pst
‘He grew big’ (Owens 1985:251)

28 Descriptively, this situation holds for Caland roots in many ie daughter languages, where
members of the Caland system have both nominal and verbal exponents. In the daughter
languages, however, both the nominal and the verbal strategy use forms that are morpho-
logically derived, i.e., secondary (cf. Latin calidus vs. calēre). At an earlier stage, we can
expect that both strategies would have used underived, primary forms. The development
of the *-eh1- stative offers us a glimpse precisely into such a stage.
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(48) Inníi
3sg.m.nom

gúdd-aa
big-adj.m

‘He is old’ (Owens 1985:32)

Contrast the fientive past reading of the verbally-inflected (47)with the present
stative reading of the nominally inflected (48), where the root gudd- ‘big’ takes
an overt adjectival ending -aa. Note also how, in the nominal strategy, the
copula is absent.

In a pie switch system, one could then effectively have the following oppo-
sition:

(49) Aorist: [the cat] **h1réwdh-e ‘the cat became red’
(50) Present: [the cat] *h1rudh-éh1 ‘the cat is red’ (lit. ‘the cat is with redness’)

Note that we are in effect assuming that *h1rewdh-, at this stage, could work
as root aorist as well as a root noun. This feature could likely have come about
as the system was transitioning, and nominal predication was gaining ground
over verbal predication: at this stage, Caland roots started aligning themselves
to the new system by forming root nouns as well. This step does not rest
on mere speculation: we have evidence for a few Caland root nouns (Rau
2009:73), cf. Lat. lūx ‘light’, Ved. śrī- ‘beauty, splendor’, etc. In fact, Schindler
(1980:392) believed that these root nouns were at the basis of the system (see
also Nussbaum 1999:404).29

In the pie switch system scenario above, the bare instrumental *h1rudh-eh1
is effectively functioning as the present of the aorist **h1rewdh-e. It is then not
hard to assume that *-eh1- itself could be reanalyzed as a present stem formant,

29 The limited evidence for Caland root nouns presents us with two alternative scenarios to
the one I have beendiscussing. (1) The root nouns could be older, and the root verbs newer.
I would be unsure as how to motivate such a scenario, especially considering that overall
ie seems to bemoving away from verb-like adjectives, not towards them. (2) Caland roots
could beneither verbal or nominal in nature, but simply becomenouns or verbs according
to the morphology that they receive: this would be in fact a switch system scenario. I
believe that this scenario holds true for the phase of pie that is accessible through direct
reconstruction, and that is responsible for the creation of the *-eh1- stative (one could
reconstruct this phase directly on the basis of the Vedic evidence in (53)–(55)). In my
account, this phase is a stage in a larger typological shift between verb-like adjectives and
noun-like adjectives, and in Pre-pie (not accessible throughdirect reconstruction) Caland
roots were exclusively verbal. While this account has some explanatory power, accepting
a reconstruction at this depth may ultimately be a matter of taste.
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and provided with verbal inflection (possibly, as Jasanoff 2002–2003 suggests,
through derivation with *-ye/o-). We would then have the following system:

(51) Aorist: [the cat] **h1réwdh-e ‘the cat became red’
(52) Present: [the cat] *h1rudh-éh1-(ye-)ti ‘the cat is red’

For the root √ruc ‘shining’, we in fact have all of the pieces of the systemattested
within Vedic:

(53) Root aorist: rucāná
(54) Root noun used in instrumental predicative construction: rucá̄
(55) *-eh1- present (per Yakubovich 2013): rucayanta30

Wehave several examples, inVedic, of the instrumental rucá̄used predicatively
(e.g., rv 5.561, rv 9.62.13c, 9.64.28a). The most striking is perhaps rv 3.15.6c,
where we find the instrumental predicative construction (noun-like strategy)
combinedwith the root aorist participle (verb-like strategy). This passage effec-
tively exemplifies the switch system discussed above:

(56) devébhir
god:dat.pl

deva
god:voc.sg

surúcā
good_flame:instr.sg

rucānó
shine:aor.ptcp.nom.sg

‘O god with the gods, aflame with good flame’ (rv 3.15.6c)

The reanalysis of *h1rudh-éh1 into *h1rudh-éh1-ti was first proposed by Jasanoff
(1978), but without factoring the root aorist in the picture. The addition of the
root aorist makes the analogy much more compelling (note that in this sce-
nario, one can still operate with *h1rudh-eh1-ye/o-, after Jasanoff 2002–2003). In
sum, I believe that Jasanoff ’s (1978) analysis of the origin of the *-eh1- stative
is essentially correct, but a few details about its formulation can be improved
upon, namely: (1) the gúhā construction in Vedic should be conceived as a
parallel for the pie *-eh1- stative, rather than as its historical source: both con-
structions derive from the same source (pie instrumental predicative construc-
tion), and both are liable to patterning and grammaticalizing in similar ways;
but gúhā has not grammaticalized into a verbal stem in Vedic, while we must
assume that other *-eh1- forms had already done so in pie (Jasanoff too is aware

30 The short vowel in rucayanta (rv 3.6.7a) can be accounted for by prosodic shortening of
ā. This would have happened originally before -nt-, per Lubotsky 1989; see the discussion
in Yakubovich 2013:10–12. The derivation is thus pie *luk-éh1-ye/o- > *ruc-āya- >> Ved. ruc-
áya-.
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of this paradox, see 2002–2003:146); (2) it was only the instrumental of Caland
root nouns specifically (not that of root nouns in general) that grammaticalized
into present stems already in pie, because only Caland roots had root aorists
that could spark the reanalysis. In fact, gúhā itself (which does not have a root
aorist) does not obtain verbal inflection in Vedic or later Sanskrit (although it
does develop into a stative in Baltic, attesting to its compatibility with stative
predication).

9 Conclusion

The Caland system developed from a class of Pre-pie adjectives which had a
verb-like morphosyntactic profile (these may be described as a sub-class of
intransitive verbs, like the Japanese -i adjectives). In Pre-pie, the system was
presumably limited to finite forms of a root aorist used in predicative function,
and root aorist participles used in attributive function. Next to this, Pre-pie
had an instrumental predicative construction that could be used with nouns
expressing adjectival meanings.

When pie shifted to having noun-like adjectives, probably as a result of
developing into amainly dependent-marking language (see below), theCaland
roots had to be adapted to the new system via derivation. They then received
suffixes which clearly shaped them into nouns, adjectives, and verbs; these are
the Caland suffixes. The old root aorists (once the basis of the system) were
gradually eliminated, and only a few direct and indirect traces of them remain
in the daughter languages.

As the systemwas shifting, pie came to have a switch adjective strategy, sim-
ilar to that found in Biblical Hebrew and Oromo. In this strategy, Caland roots
could form both root nouns and root verbs; in particular, adjectival predication
was realized nominally in the present (using the instrumental of a new Caland
root noun), and verbally in the aorist (using the old Caland root aorist). It is
in this system that the instrumental *-eh1 was reanalyzed as an imperfective
suffix, and was provided with verbal inflectional endings, yielding the stative
present of the Lat. calēre type. In some daughter languages, common imper-
fective suffixes (plain thematic *-o/e-, *-sḱe/o-, *-ye/o-, nasal affixes etc.) were
employed to the same end.

The conclusions presentedherewere reachedusing a variety of tools, includ-
ing comparative reconstruction, internal reconstruction, and linguistic typol-
ogy. Of course, the reach of these tools is different, and so is their precision,
with comparative reconstruction being the most fine-grained, and typology
the least. Terminologically, I have tried to differentiate between what is recon-
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structable via the comparative method (pie, marked with a single asterisk *),
and what is reconstructable by a combination of internal reconstruction and
typological considerations (Pre-pie, marked with a double asterisk **).

The respective roles of comparative reconstruction, internal reconstruc-
tion, and linguistic typology in the practice of historical linguistics are rightly
debated, and while comparative and internal reconstruction are part of the
standard toolkit of the Indo-Europeanist, typology is usually employed with
greater caution.One could perhaps coin themaxim that, in ie linguistics, typol-
ogy is seen as a good servant, but a bad master.31 Following some broad-brush
applications of syntactic typology to the reconstruction of pie syntax in the
1960s and 1970s (for a searing criticism of which seeWatkins 1976), the practice
of Indo-European linguistics has developed a healthy skepticism in this area,
which survives to this day. It is nownormally accepted that typology couldwork
as a corrective to our reconstructions (and that we should endeavor to recon-
struct a proto-language that is typologically plausible), but there is often resis-
tance to revising reconstructions based on typological considerations alone.
Themostnotable illustration in this regard is the extensivedebateon the recon-
struction of the pie consonant inventory, which is still far from settled.32 Yet
other areas hold more promise, especially when typology is combined with
linguistic theory and careful philological assessment of the data. Typological
objections have been raised from an early date with respect to the reconstruc-
tion of accent and ablaut paradigms (cf. Kiparsky & Halle 1977, Kiparsky 2010),
and have recently gained considerable traction in the analysis of accentuation
in the ie daughter languages (cf. Lundquist 2015, Sandell 2015:Ch. 7, Yates 2015).
Typological considerations within the framework of grammaticalization the-
ory can likewise be employed to clarify the original functions of pie verbal
categories.33

Finally, I would argue that a great service that typology can offer to the
field of ie linguistics is to help us see these languages with fresh eyes: older
ie languages are so deeply embedded in their grammatical tradition that we
can rarely see them anew. As a result, several “exotic” linguistic features are
described in non-ie languages well before they are identified in the ie lan-
guages. Discourse configurationality anddiscontinuous constituencywere the-
oretically investigated forWarlpiri (1983) andMohawk (Baker 1996) long before

31 For recent discussions of the role of typology in Indo-European and historical linguistics,
see Melchert fthc. and Luraghi fthc.

32 For a brief summary, see most recently Luraghi fthc.:5–8.
33 For an example, see Bozzone 2012 on the pie subjunctive.
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they were for Ancient Greek.34 The same goes for serial verb constructions,
which were described for languages of Africa and Papua New Guinea long
before they were suspected to have existed in pie.35 Similarly, relational pre-
verbswere first described forNativeAmerican languages (Craig andHale 1988),
and only much more recently for Homeric Greek (Imbert 2010). In all of these
cases,while the data in the various old ie languageswas not hidden, typological
comparison provided helpful context and analytical insight.

For the Caland system, the larger typological picture sketched here, hope-
fully, can help us to organize the data into a more readily graspable narra-
tive. While this paper is not likely to be the last word on this topic, I hope
that this contribution can help us see adjectival predication in pie with fresh
eyes.

Appendix: Typological Considerations Supporting a Verb-Like
Adjective Class in Pre-pie

a.1 Adjective Typology and the Locus of ArgumentMarking in the
Clause

Dixon (2010:32–36)has formulated thehypothesis that adjective typology tends
to correlate with certain general syntactic features of a language, specifically,
the locus of argument marking in the clause. In Nichols’ (1986) terms, we
candistinguish betweenhead-marking languages anddependent-marking lan-
guages (there are also ø-marking languages and double-marking languages).
Under this terminology, the verb is the head of the clause, so head-marking
means marking of the syntactic roles in the clause on the verb; conversely,
dependent-marking means marking of the syntactic roles in the clause on the
nps which are arguments of the verb.

Chechen, a Nakh-Daghestanian language that marks the syntactic roles of
its arguments on nps (using cases), and marks no agreement on the verb, is an
example of a dependent-marking language.

34 Ondiscourse configurationality, see nowGoldstein 2015. On discontinuity, seeDevine and
Stevens 2000, Agbayani and Golston 2010.

35 On serial-verb constructions in non-ie languages, see the collected essays in Aikhenvald
and Dixon 2006. The reconstruction of a (quasi-)serial-verb construction for pie has been
most recently proposed in Yates 2014.
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(57) oox-a
1pl-erg

cha-ca
straw-instr

txou-ø
roof-abs

qeelira
cover.pst

‘we thatched the roof/we covered the roof with straw’ (Nichols and Bickel
2013)

In contrast, K’iche’, a Mayan language that has no case marking on nps but
cross-references all of its core arguments on the verb, is a head-marking lan-
guage.

(58) iwir
yesterday

la
det

Pedro
Pedro

x-ø-u-tij
pfv-3sg.abs-3sg.erg-eat

jun
one

ankaney
banana

‘yesterday, Pedro ate a banana’36

Dixon’s generalization is that dependent-marking languages tend to have
noun-like adjectives, while head-marking languages tend to have verb-like
adjectives. To put it simply, the adjectives go where the syntactic marking is.
Dixon argues that the history of Japanese illustrates this principle, whereby
in the oldest layer of the language we find verb-like adjectives and absent (or
optional) dependent-marking,37 while in the newer layer of the language we
find noun-like adjectives and case-marking particles (ga and o). Dixon’s idea—
which he presents as “speculative but not implausible” (2010:35)—is that the
shift in clause marking type caused the realignment of the adjective class.

A similar situation may hold for Pre-pie, if we are willing to engage in
deep reconstruction. ie languages are mostly dependent-marking, in that all
core syntactic roles are marked on the nps using cases, while the verb is only
marked for subject agreement. The deep reconstruction of ie, however, has
often suggested a phase in which the core arguments were entirely marked on
the verb and case marking was not as fully developed (that is, a phase in which
Pre-ie would have been mostly head-marking).38

In sum, the development from Pre-pie to pie may have entailed a change
from a primarily head-marking strategy to a primarily dependent-marking

36 I would like to thank Fidel Sontay for sharing his language with me. This sentence was
elicited in spring 2014.

37 For the development of case particles in Japanese, see Shibatani 1990:340ff.
38 This is the line of thinking that points out the similarities between the -mi endings and the

personal pronouns, and that suggests that the thematic vowel may have been the mark-
ing for a direct object; for a recent summary, which takes these observations quite far, see
Kortlandt 1983, 2008. Effectively, the Pre-pie situation would then be similar to the K’iche’
example in (58) above, where both the subject and the direct object are cross-referenced
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strategy, and the shift of the typology of adjectives from verb-like to noun-
like may have been a part of this transition. In this scenario, Pre-pie may
have been head-marking with verb-like adjectives, while pie was dependent-
marking with noun-like adjectives. Caland roots, with their verbal affinities,
would be a remnant of the Pre-pie stage of verb-like adjectives.

a.2 Adjective Typology, Tense, and Aspect
Another typological argument comes from the work on intransitive predica-
tion by Stassen 1997. Stassen (1997:357) claims that tensed languages tend to
have noun-like adjectives, while aspectual languages tend to have verb-like
adjectives. Somewhat simplifying, the idea is that adjectives tend to avoid tense
marking, so that if verbs are marked for tense, adjectives will not be verbs.
Under this model, (Pre)-pie, understood as being primarily an aspect-marking
language, is predicted to have verb-like adjectives. Daughter languages that
are primarily tense-marking, on the other hand, are predicted to have noun-
like adjectives. In her account of the development of the Caland system in
pie, Balles (2009:8, 2006:269–272) uses Stassen’s model to argue that noun-
like adjectives in pie as we reconstruct it must be a recent innovation, and
that Pre-piemust have expressed adjectivalmeanings using twodistinct strate-
gies: (a) verbs with adjectival semantics and (b) “property concept nouns” that
expressed “the adjectival as well as the abstract meaning in one form and one
lexical entry” (10).

Although Balles argues that the Caland system originates with strategy (b)
(i.e., property concept nouns), when listing some verbal roots with adjecti-
val semantics as examples of strategy (a) (i.e., verb-like adjectives), she gives
someunequivocallyCalandmaterial (pie *h1reudh- ‘red’, *peh2g- ‘hard’, *(s)teyg-
‘sharp’, *swad- ‘sweet’, *mad- ‘wet’). Because these roots are verbal in nature,
Balles believes that they are not originally part of the Caland system. In this
paper, I have argued precisely the opposite, namely that the Caland roots were
originally verb-like adjectives, and that their nominal behavior (Balles’ strategy
(b)) was a later innovation (see section 7 above).

on the verb-word bymeans of affixes/clitics (the thematic vowel would be the objectmor-
pheme, the personal endings would be the subject morpheme), and no case marking for
core argument exists.
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Abbreviations

1 1st person
2 2nd person
3 3rd person
abl ablative
acc accusative
adj adjective
aor aorist
av Atharvaveda
caus causative
conj conjunction
dat dative
erg ergative
gen genitive
i intransitive
imp imperative
impf imperfect
inch inchoative
inj injunctive
instr instrumental
ipfv imperfective

irr irrealis
m masculine
neg negation
nom nominative
npst non-past
paor passive aorist
pfv perfective
pl plural
pres present
pst past
ptc particle
ptcp participle
rel relativizer
rv R̥gveda
sg singular
subj subject (of intransitive

verbs)
t transitive
voc vocative
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